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Woven Engineered
 If our Tropical engineered bamboo floors weren�t hard enough, 

rest assured, as we now offer the hardest bamboo flooring available: 

woven strand bamboo. What better way to produce a unique blend of 

exotica and beauty than with this amazing floor.

 Woven bamboo is just that: strands of bamboo that have 

been compressed together to create a flat floor. The technique used 

to manufacture these floors was developed in Asia in the 1980�s. To 

produce this floor we have taken bamboo poles and split them into many 

pieces. These splits are then shredded and then crushed in a roller. After 

being crushed, these strands are soaked in a resin bath. The resin-soaked 

pieces are compressed under thousands of tons of pressure.

 The end result is a superior bamboo floor rated at over 3000 

pounds-force on the Janka scale and possessing a unique, non-linear 

bamboo appearance. Flooring this hard is very rare and offers an extreme 

resistance to dents.

 Our woven floors were originally crafted as a solid floor, but the 

benefits of cross-lamination were too great to resist. This floor is now 

available in the engineered format, so it can be installed in any of three 

ways: float, nail, or glue down.

? One board size: 72” X 5-1/2” X 9/16”

? Bamboo wear layer of 3.6mm (1/8”).

? Installation methods: float, nail or glue.

? Scores 20k - 25K revolutions on the Taber Test.

? Lifetime warranty against manufacturer’s defects.

? 25-year factory finish warranty.

? ISO 9001 Certified.

? Aluminum oxide pre-finish, will not develop traffic patterns.

? Meets European E-I Standards.

? Square edge, no “v-grooves” to trap dirt.

? Harder than Oak, Walnut and North American Cherry. 

Floor Facts:

Hardness Comparison
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